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Abstract: In the theory of nonassociative algebras - like 
Lie algebras, alternative algebras, Jordan algebras - the Casi-
mir operator is a useful tool in proving some important the-
orems. In my Iecture I wiU discuss the Casimir operator in 
finite group algebras to give simple and elegant proofs of some 
known and unknown basic facts from group theory. 
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1 Background and notations 
1.1 
Let G be a finite group, Pl , ... ,Pr all irreducible representations of G with char-
acters Xi (g) = trace p;(g) and degrees ni = Xi (e) . Let CG be the group algebra 
over the complex numbers and Z(CG) its center. 
Then r = dimZ(CG) = number of conjugacy classes of G . The class sums 
C1 , ..• , Cr form a basis of Z(CG), so do the central idempotents 
(1) ni """" _ 1 ) ei = IGI LJX;(g g, 
g 
1.2 Integrality 
An element x in a unital ring R is called integral, if there exists a k E N and 
integers ai such that xk+ak_lxk-1+ .. ·+alx+aOe = O. Each x = "LgE,gg E CG 
with integral coefficients E,g E Z is integral. Thus, if we have a central element 
I:g mgg = I:i aiei with integral coefficients, then all ai are algebraic integers, 
and therefore integers if ai E <Q>. 
1.3 Casimir elements 
Let A be a finite dimensional F-AIgebra (F a field) with non degenerate , sym-
metric and associative bilinear form cp, and let 
(UI, ... , u n ), (VI, . .. , Vn ) be a pair of cp-dual bases, cp( Ui, Vi) = Óij , then 
n 
(2) c := L UiVi 
i=l 
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is called a Casimir element of A. It is independent of the bases. 
2 The Casimir element in Z(<CG) , G a finite group. 
2.1 
The bilinear form rp( x , y) = Ibl L:g çg'TJg-1 remains non degenerate when restricted 
to the center Z(CG) . There we have 2 distinguished pairs of dual bases 
Then, using (2) we get two different representations of the Casimir element 
which may already be used to prove a theorem of Zassenhaus on character degrees . 
But there is another amazing representation of c: 
2.2 The main formula 
Let X g denote the set of all pairs (a , b) E G x G such that 9 = aba-Ib- I and 
I(g) = IXgl its cardinality. Then 
(3) c= 2: (1~1)2 e, = 2: aba-Ib- I = 2:/(g)g. 
i ' a ,bEG g 
Proo/ : We start with the decomposition of class sums as linear combination 
of the e i 
multiply (from the right) by b- I , sum over alI b and use (1) to get the desired 
resuU. O 
3 Applications 
3.1 A generalization of a formula of Frobenius 
Let fk (g) denote the number of 2k-Tuples (aI , bl , .. . , ak , bk) such that 
9 = aIbIa11b11 .. . akbka;;lb;;l , then 
(4) ( IGI) 2k-1 /dg) = 2: ~ X;(g) 
, 
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Proof: Using (3) we compute é in 2 different ways 
replace ei by its definition (1) and compare coefficients. (Frobenius formula is for 
k - 1.) O 
3.2 Elegant new proof 
Elegant new proof of a basic theorem: 
nil [C: Z] (Z center of C). 
Proof: Z x Z operates by leftmultiplication on X g (see (2.2)): (u, v) . (a, b) = 
(ua, vb) E X g for u, v E Z, (a, b) E X g . All orbits have equal length IZI 2 , thus 
IZI 2 1/(g). We then get from (3) 
""/(g) =""([C:ZJ)2 . 
L..J IZI2 9 L..J ni e., 
9 • 
thus (G~~l E 2, by (1.2) O 
3.3 A new result on Gf 
Theorem 1 Any element from the commutator subgroup Cf may be written as 
product Df at most s - 1 commutators, where s is the number Df different character 
degrees. 
Proof: Using (3) - first equation - we find a relation c$ = b$-1 c'- 1 + ... + b1 c+ 
boe with integral coefficients. And now - using the other representation of c in (3) 
- we see, that on the left hand side (in c$) all products of s commutators occur, 
but each of them (right hand side) is already a product of:S s - 1 commutators. 
O 
3.4 n-commutators. 
The commutator subgroup Cf, by definition generated by all commutators, is the 
set ofall n-commutators a1a2 ... an a11a2"1 ... a;;-1, n 2: 1. The answer (which was 
not known before) to the following problems 
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1. determine the number hk (g) of n-tupels (aI, .. . , an ) such that 
-1 -1 -1 g=al· · ·an a1 a2 . .. an , 
2. determine a lower bound for n , 
will be given with the help of the following formula: 
The short proof (by induction) uses La b abga- 1b- 1 = gc. 
By the same method as used in (3.1) and (3.3) we easily derive from (5) 
a) h2k (g) = fk(9) , h2k+1(g) = IGlfk(g) 
b) Each 9 E Gf is a 2k-commutator, 1 :s k:S s - 1. 
3.5 FUrther results 
M.Leitz used the Casimir element for an elementary proof of Reynold's Theorem: 
IHI IGI 
B(e) I x(e) 
where H :s G, X irreducible and B an irreducible constituent of XH. 
Tambour and Leitz gave (independent and different) proofs of Itô's theorem: 
nil[G: A] 
for abelian normal subgroups. Both (still elaborate) proofs use the sum of alI 
commutators and/or the sum of all n-commutators. 
A "nice" factorization CG = CH . W of the Casimir element CG (resp. CH 
for H :s G) and w integral - which is not yet known - would simplify matters 
considerably. 
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